Call to Order
Announcements

Approve Minutes of the January 29, 2003 meeting

Unfinished Business

1:45 Proposal from the Learning Assistance Department (Nadine Rosenthal)
   #P03-01-29-15 LERN 50 “College Success” (3 Units)
   TV Section of an existing course

New Business

1:55 Proposals from the Computer Networking & Information Technology Department
   (Carmen Lamha)
   #P03-02-12-01 CNIT 110 "Introduction to the Internet" (2 Units)
   Revision of course number from CNIT 102W,
   credit units from 1,
   and course title from "World Wide Web"
   #P03-02-12-02 CNIT 107 "Wireless LANs" (3 Units)
   New Permanent Course
   #P03-02-12-03 CNIT 107 "Wireless LANs" (3 Units)
   Online section of an existing course

Proposals from the Matriculation Office (Approval of subcommittee
recommendations for Prerequisites, Corequisites and Advisories)

Accounting Department (Mary Oldham)
   #M03-02-12-01 ACCT 57 "Accounting with QuickBooks"
   Prerequisite ACCT 1 "Financial Accounting" or
   ACCT 50 "Introduction to Accounting"

Broadcast Electronic Media Arts Department (Francine Podinski)
   #M03-02-12-02 BCST 126 "Sound for Video"
   Prerequisite BCST 120 "Audio Production" and
   Preq/Coreq BCST 124 "Digital Audio Production
   Advisories BCST 140 "Video Production" or
   BCST 145 "Field Video Production"

Computer Networking & Information Technology Department (Carmen Lamha)
   #M03-02-12-03 CNIT 107 "Wireless LANs"
   Prerequisites CNIT 106 "Local Area Networks" or
   CNIT 201 "Internetwork Design" or
   CNIT 240 "Windows Network Essentials"
   #M03-02-12-04 CNIT 111 "Internet (I-Net+)
   Prerequisite CNIT 110 " Introduction to the Internet"
   Advisory CNIT 100 "Intro to Computers Using PC's"
Curriculum Committee (continued)

#M03-02-12-05  CNIT 120 "Creating Web Pages - HTML & XHTML
Prerequisite  CNIT 110 "Introduction to the Internet"
Advisory  CNIT 100 "Intro to Computers Using PC's"

**Computer Science Department (Thomas Boegel)**

#M03-02-12-06  CS 112A "Intro to Visual Basic.NET"
Advisories  MATH 840 "Elementary Algebra" and either
CNIT 110 "Introduction to the Internet" or
CNIT 165 "Windows"
#M03-02-12-07  CS 113A "Introduction to Perl Programming"
Advisory  CS 160A "Introduction to the Unix Operating System"
#M03-02-12-08  CS 113B "Object Oriented Perl Programming"
Prerequisite  CS 113A "Introduction to Perl Programming"
#M03-02-12-09  CS 151B "Oracle Database Administration"
Prerequisites  CS 150A "Client-Side Databases" or
CS 151A "Server-Sided Databases"
Advisory  CS 160A "Introduction to the Unix Operating System"
#M03-02-12-10  CS 160B "Unix Shell Scripting"
Prerequisite  CS 160A "Introduction to the Unix Operating System"

**Diagnostic Medical Imaging Department (Leslie Yim)**

#M03-02-12-11  Diagnostic Medical Imaging Program
Advisory  ESL 150 "Advanced Academic ESL" and
ENGL 92 "Basic Composition and Reading"

**Library Information Skills Department (Christopher Kox)**

#M03-02-12-12  LIS 10 "Use of Information Resources"
Advisory  ESL 150 "Advanced Academic ESL"

**Registered Nursing Department (Cecile Dawydiak)**

#M03-02-12-13  Registered Nursing Program
Prerequisite  Change from: MATH E "Basic Mathematics"
to: MATH 840 "Elementary Algebra"
#M03-02-12-14  NURS 50 "Fundamentals of Nursing"
Preq/Coreq  WDPR 78 "Keyboarding" or
CNIT 100 "Intro to Computers Using PC's"

**Informational items from the Computer Networking & Information Technology Department (Carmen Lamha)**

#I03-02-12-01  CNIT 111 "Internet (I-Net +) (3 Units)
Revision of course number from CNIT 135A
and course title from "Internet"
#I03-02-12-02  CNIT 120 "Creating Web Pages - HTML & XHTML" (3 Units)
Revision of course number from CNIT 135B
and course title from "Intermediate Internet"
#I03-02-12-03  CNIT 120 "Creating Web Pages-HTML & XHTML"
Revision of course number from CNIT 135B
and course title from "Intermediate Internet"

2:15  Adjournment